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PREFACE
To deal with the problems facing the urban expansion
in Helena today, steps should be taken to preserve the
"community".

The residents are the essential elements in

a city and their needs should be examined.

Spaces for

their communal use should be reintroduced into the areas
of growth.

Focal points are necessary elements in these

spaces, either decorative or functional.

I am suggesting

in the following pages that a focal point of extremely
functional character can be established through the use of
an essential element in our society, a fire protection
facility.

THESIS STATEMENT
Buildings of non-conforming use can be utilized as
organizational elements in new residential and commercial
developmentse

TOPIC
A fire protection facility sub-station for the city
of Helena, Montana.

DEFINITIONS
non-conforming:

not similar to prevailing atmosphere0

organizational elements:
or focus.

that which provides an order

c

INTRODUCTION

the need for planning..•<>••
In today's residential communities, the concept of
neighborhood is fading.

The overwhelming desire to escape

from the congestion of the city center has led to develop
ments of separate houses which are similar in form, care
fully aligned along, well-planned avenues with identical
setbacks and fenced yards.

Neighbors are more concerned

with blocking each other out rather than opening the common
areas between their private domains.

Gordon Cullen's

term "concentrated isolation" (from "Townscape") becomes
applicable to the deterioration of the neighborhood ideal.
In the past, friendship and security were drawn from
neighbors living closeby.

But today, it seems neighbors

are elements of society to be avoided In order to prevent
an":invasion of one's privacy.
How can these people living in their separate worlds
be reintroduced to the concept of neighborhood?

If

these residents are unwilling to open their individual
spaces to their neighbor, why not offer them a space which
is theirs as a collective entity.

A true "public" space

which can be utilized by people of all ages to partake
in one of the basic elements-of human existance, social
interaction.

The residents then are no longer isolated
3

individuals living near each other, but become part of
a larger unit, they enter into a "neighborhood".
This common space offers the community a sense of
uniqueness and identity, a focal point emerges in an area
once consisting of fragmented parts.

Providing an open

space is only a beginning however, the success of the
concept lies in the hands of the residents using the space
as well as the designer..-. All the technical and creative
theories used in the design can be labelled useless if
the space is not utilized by the people.

Observation

has shown that the public squares of the past were success-*
ful not only because of the concentrated activity focused
there, but also due to the state of humanity at the time.
(Meaning that preceeding recent times, men seemed to be
inherently more gregarious.)
Some sort of focal element was typically utilized
to accent the square and draw people to it.

Fixed objects

in an open space seem to draw movable objects, such as man.
These fixed objects become familiar and recognizable,
as the towers utilized in the past indicate.

They seemed

to encourage congregation at their bases due to the simple
fact they symbolized an important open area is nearby.
* The fixed objects of the past are still valid, a tower
still draws attention to itself and its surroundings, but

today, functionality and practicality are considerations
that cannot be ignored.

The requirement of a focal point

need not be fulfilled by creating a non-functional tower
in a residential community, yet the concept can be trans
lated to the idea of an element that does not conform to
the typical stands out as unique and draws attention to
itself and its surroundings.

The focal point can then

become a structure that by reason of function does not
conform to its surroundings.

the need for fire protect ion......
Fire knows no social or political boundaries, its
potential for destruction is virtually universal. The
effect fire has on man is awesome, for even the most
carefully designed and constructed structures are never
totally immune to being reduced to a pile of smoldering
ash.

Man has developed complex systems to prevent and

combat fire, yet the threat remains.
Throughout time, fire protection has evolved as e
societies develop. The most effective fire protection
systems utilize a process of joining forces.

One of the

basic "joining force" ideas is man helping man, as in the
"bucket brigade"systems of the past*

The human chain

system is essentially the first step in the progression

of protection facilities.

It is still the basic system

in many technologically primitive areas of the world.
The passing of buckets was seldom effective on fires of
significant scale, the need arose for a more developed
system of protection.

Man sought the aid of technology.

Thus, from man joining forces with man came a process
of man joining forces with machine. The "machine" ranges
from the simple hose, originally hand-stitched leather
tubes which burst with even limited pressure to the complex
aerial fire engines of today which can lift a man one
hundred and fifty feet into the air.

In some of the major

urban centers, the next step in the progression has been
taken, machine aiding machine.

In the computerized

network of the municipal fire station in Corning, New
York, the system actually "analyzes the problem, determines
the kind and amount of equipment needed and alters the
1
city traffic flow to the convenience of the fire engines."
Even in the futuristic machine aiding machine systems,
human direction is still essential in the completion of
the circuit.

Humans are still required to guide the machine

to its destination and to operate the complex firefighting
apparatuses.
It is the "human interaction" that becomes the over
riding element in fire protection facilities today. If

man is not considered an essential design element from
the onset of planning, he can not effectively fulfill his
purpose in the fire protection system - to guide the
firefighting machines. The machines can only be as
effective as the man who guides them, thus the facility
must reflect the concern for both the man and the machine.

"Two Machines", Progressive Architecture. March 1977, P . 58
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GEOGRAPHY
Lawis and Clark County is located in the western
portion of the state of Montana. The county is approx
imately 100 miles long and is 56 miles wide at its
maximum. (See Figs. 1 & 2C) Several mountain ranges
cover a large portion of the county;

the Rocky, Elkhorn,

Big Belt and Mission Ranges. The continental divide
passes through the western portion of the county;

west

of the divide, the county's waters flow into the Big
Blackfoot River and ultimately out to the Facific 0ceano
East of the divide, the Missouri River serves as the major
collector for the waters bound for the Gulf of Kexico.
Helena is located on the southern boundary of Lewis
and Clark County. The city is situated on the south
side of the Prickly Pear Valley bounded on the north and
east by the Big Belt mountains, and on the west and
south by the main chain of the Continental Divide. The
valley is approximately twenty five miles from north to
south and thirty five miles east to west*

The city is

at an average elevation of 4100 feet, the average height
of the surrounding mountains is 3000 feet above the valley
i
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The location of Helena, with its southern boundary

being mountainous, has forced the city's growth to be
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northward in a fanshaped direction from the original townsite in Last Chance Gulch. Recently, however, there has
been added interest in the development of the hillsides in
the southeastern portion of the city.
Geographically, the Last Chance Gulch area, the
western residential areas on the slopes of Mount Helena
and the southern residential areas are all located on quite
hilly terrain. The remainder of the city is relatively
gentle in slope.

HISTORY
!

Cradled within the heart of the Rocky Mountains is
Montana1s capital city, Helena.

In its relatively short

one hundred and sixteen year history, Helena the
City of the Rockies"

11 <4ueen;

has evolved from a crude mining

camp of make shift huts and cabins to a viable city of
the twentieth century.
The story of Helena's beginning is not far removed
from that of other western towns of the 1800'3. In the
early 1860's, mining activity was intense in western
Montana, as it was in most of the western states. The
rich diggins at Alder Gulch, 120 miles south of Helena,
were becoming overrun with prospectors seeking their

fortuneso

This overcrowding forced the "goldseekers" to

spread out over the state.

Several parties moved north

ward to prospect the Dearborn area, but had no success.
On the return trip to Virginia City (at Alder Gulch)
four discouraged men camped along the southern fringes
of the Prickly Pear Valley. This area was to be their
"last chance" before they would be forced to abandon their
efforts and return to their original claims.

Their

aspirations were fulfilled when they hit upon one of the
richest gold strikes ever found in the Montana Territory.
The rush was on .e* Last Chance Gulch and the town of
Helena were born<>
From the beginning, Helena was destined to be more
than a boom and bust mining camp, several geographic
advantages attributed to the town's success.

The gulch

fans out into the huge Prickly Pear Valley which enabled,
farmers and ranchers to produce food for the budding
population.

Twelve miles to the northeast flows the

Missouri River, a major communication and transportation
vein of the la/te iSOO's, assuring the town of at least
some contact with the eastern states.

Another natural

advantage was Helena's strategic location, within a radius
'of one hundred and twenty miles lay virtually every impor
tant placer or quartz mine in Western Montanae (See Fig. 3)
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Thousands of prospectors flocked to Last Chance Gulch
during the years following the gold strike.

The placer

miners began to stake their claims immediately upon arrival,
consequently, original property boundaries took on irregular
forms.

By 1867, the cabin and tent community began to give

way to a more stable townscape with the construction of
permanent stone structures along the meandering gulch.

Other

men followed the miners to the Helena area, doctors, lawyers,
clergymen and enterprising businessmen from the east con
tributed to a more civilized and ordered pattern of life.
By 1875, just eleven years after the first cry of "GOLD!",
Helena1s 3500 inhabitants were able to wrestle the territo
rial capital from Virginia City, adding government for the
first time to the local economy. This move later proved to
be Helena's salvation.

The wealthy citizens of Helena

naturally controlled the town's government for the next
several years until 1881, when the city was incorporated.
However, the leading businessmen continued to be active; and
highly influential in Helena's progress*
In the years following, Helena became the center of
wealth and culture in the Montana territory.

As a transpor

tation hub, Helena was in an ideal location.

The Corrine-

Salt Lake Road to Fort Benton passed through town on a norr-Vs.north-south axis, and the Mullan Road which connected to the

Oregon Territory entered the valley from the north and
proceeded west over Mullan Pass. With these major trans
portation routes also came sophisticated entertainment.
The Ming Opera House opened in 1880 established a solid
link to the desired Eastern culture early Helenans
desired. By the 1890fs, Helena had over 50 millionaires,
giving it the reputation of the "wealthiest city in the
world", per capita.
Helena was progressing as was the entire territory.
On July 4, 1889, the Montana Territory held a constitu
tional convention in Helena to draw up a State Constitu
tion. The document was approved by the territory!s voters
on October 1;

Montana was entered into the Union as the

4lst state on November 8, 1889©
Being territorial capital did not insure being state
capital, but following a bitter battle with Anaconda,
Helena became the capital city in I892. With the gold
and silver crash of I893, many citizens left the area,
but there was state government to run which ensured
Helena of a prominent position even after the end of the
mining activity. The cornerstone for the state capitol
building was laid in I899 and upon the structured com* pletion in 1902, the city of Helena had been established
as the political center of the state of Montana.
IS

ECONOMICS
In Helena's earlier days, mining was the principle
economic influence, beginning with placer mining and
eventually hardrock mining in both gold and silver®
1890, Helena supported five established banks.

By

Government

was added to the local economy in 1874 with the territo
rial capital being established at Helena*

In the earlier

days, government was a minor employer, it was more a matter
of prestige for the community.
Mining activities reached a peak around 1890, but
the national depression of 1893 and subsequent crash of
gold and silver prices curtailed the mining and forced some
people to leave Helena.

Many mining towns were wiped out by

this crash, a fate which Helena may have met had it not been
for government. The community showed a strong interest in
government affairs which developed into a bold political
atmosphere of loyal Helenans who refused to let the mining
crash destroy their city.
. Many jobs were generated with the construction of dams
along the Missouri River, the Hauser and Holter Dams. Not
only did the construction process generate jobs, but the re
sultant electric power and irrigation water aided the entire
community with long range benefits0

The dammed up Missouri

17

also offered great recreational possiblities.

Helena's

location between two national parks enhanced the potential
of the area, adding tourism to the local economy*
By far the largest generator of jobs in the Helena
urban area has been governmental services. The Federal
Government has a number of offices located in the area,
including the Federal Highway Administration, Federal
Housing Administration, and the Office of Immigration and
Naturalization to name a few. The headquarters for more
than seventy five state agencies are located in Helena,
as well as the numerous county and city offices.

The

abundance of governmental offices ensures Helena's economy
of stability and growth.
Professional services rank second to governmental
services, with retail following closely.

Other economic

forces stem from administration, construction, manufact
uring, communications and finance.

The state headquarters

for Mountain Bell and a branch of the Federal Reserve Bank
of Minneapolis are also located within the city.
The field of mining has all but dissappeared from
Helena's economy, although the smelter at East Helena is
still active and employs a number of residents in the areaD
"Overall, Helena is fairly top heavy in white collar posi
tions, adding to the affluence of the community.

POPULATION
In the winter following Helena's birth in 1864,"the
city consisted of one hundred cabins and tents clinging
to the slopes of Last Chance Gulch.

By 1880, Helena ,/

boasted a population of 3600 inhabitants of diverse
backgrounds. Helena experienced a drastic upsurge in
population during the 1880*s, this growth was spearheaded
by the arrival of the Northern Faclfic Railway in 1884
and the Montana Central Railway (a spur line of the Great
Northern) in 1887#

The discovery of silver deposits in

the area added to the boom which resulted in an astonishing
14,000 population by the I89O census. This great influx
of people was cut short by the 1893 panic and national de
pression.

Helena lost more than 3000 inhabitants in a

relatively short time which would take several decades to
replenish. By 1900, Helena's population was a mere 11,000.
By 1910, however, a recovery was beginning to take shape,
partly due to government and partly due to the development
of Thomas Cruse1s huge Drummlommon Mine at Marysville,
thirty five miles to the northwest. Millions of dollars in
gold and silver ore were mined during the decades that it
operated. The 1910 census showed a population of 12,500.
Th.e period from 1910 to 1930 showed a slight decrease in

population, but nothing very drastic until the early 1930's.
The great depression coupled with a major earthquake in
1935 dropped the population again.
The recovery after the earthquake and depression was
more rapid than earlier trands, showing a population of
15>000 by 1940.

Since that time, Helena has grown steadily

to the latest census of 1970 with 22,730 residents.

If

projected growth patterns are correct, the population in

I98O should reach 26,300 and 30,000 by 1990. (See Fig. 4)
Helena's recent growth is reflected in the overall
picture of western Montana's growth, Bozeman, Missoula,
Kalispell, and Great Falls are also experiencing a period
of growth.

URBAN GROWTH
The majority of Helena's expansion has been in a
northward pattern, largely due to the geographic limitations
imposed by the southern mountains.

The Central Business

District of the 1890's was the South Main area, but as the
town expanded, the older portions of town were left to dete
riorate, spreading the Central Business District northward.
Originally, the residents of Helena lived near the
focus of activity.

The residential neighborhoods were
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located on both sides of the gulch, bordering the CBD.
As transportaion became more advanced and readily avail
able to the population, the citizens moved away from the
central district to the prestigious slopes of 2*iount
Helena to the west, leaving behind their original dwell
ings for lower class housing*
Due to the lack of appropriate planning in the past,
Helena has an ineffective balance of land uses.

In 1970,

the developed commercial area was approximately two
hundred acres. For a city of 25,000, the suggested i.. .•
normal area would be 75 to 90 acres. This over abundance
of commercial development is a major constributing fac
tor in the deterioration of Helena's CBD«

Kost of the

blight was removed, as were mo3t of the buildings, by an
extensive Urban Renewal program. The success of the
effort has yet to prove itself, although new businesses
are again venturing into the G3D instead of the outlying
areaso

The construction of a new pedestrian mall, a new

public library, the Federal Office Building and Court
House, and several new office buildings offer a new heart
beat to the once deteriorated area0
Since the late 1960,s, residential developments have
*

been boomingo

Mount Helena1s northeastern flanks have

become home for a number of residents, as has the entire

area north of the Burlington Northern tracks.

Another

area experiencing a great construction surge Is the east
ern portion of the city near the northbound Interstate
Highway 15. (See Fig. 5)
Since the early seventies, Helena's major hospital
facility was moved from its location near the C3D to a
modern facility on the eastern fringes of town®

Closely

following the hospital's construction, several new motels
as well as a major convention facility have been located
in the area.

One of Helena's first shopping centers was

constructed in the vicinity.

The commercial development

was augmented by intense residential development.

The new

residents required the construction of a new elementary
school as well as large scale additions to the existing
schools in the area.
Due to the present location of the fire protection
facility, most of Helena's new developments are out of
direct reach of fire fighting equipment. The extensive
eastside development mentioned above and the rapid com
mercial development on Northern Z4ontana Avenue are from
ten to fifteen minutes away from the nearest fire engine.

FIGURE 5
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CLIMATE
The climate of Helena is considered to be "modified'
continental" by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration,

Geographic factors enter into modifying

continental climate characteristics.

The protecting

mountain shield surrounding the valley makes temperature
changes less than normally expected of a continental
climate.

The Big Belts to the north and east serve as

deflections from the cold arctic air masses from the east©
These same mountains, however, encourage a drainage of cool
air into the valley from oncoming Pacific Ocean air masses.
Once cold air is trapped in the valley, it may take days
to be replaced by warmer air*

During periods of temperature

transition from cold to warm, inversions are quite frequent•
With the increased use of wood burning stoves, it is not
unusual for a blue-gray haze to cover the valley during
these inversionso
Cold waves can be expected from November through
February, with drops in temperature to zero or less. Jan
uary is typically the month to watch for zero and sub-zero
temperatures.

Severe drops in temperature are generally

avoided by the mountain shield, keeping most twenty four hoc
hour temperature drops less than forty degrees0
25 j

Summertime temperatures are generally moderate,
normally keeping under ninety degrees.

Highs of one hun

dred are occasionally reached in late July and August.
Typical of mountain climates, there is usually quite a
drop in temperature from day to night in the summer, making
the evenings and nights desireably coole
The majority of precipitation occurs from April
through July from frequent rain and thunderstorms, with
June being the wettest month of the year, typically.

The

amount of precipitation varies considerably throughout the
area.

In the northern and eastern portions of the valley,

the total is a semi-arid nine to ten inches, annually.
Closer to the Continental Divide, the amount can read as
high as thirty inches.

Summer, fall and. winter months can

be, and usually are, fairly dry0

The typical growing

season is considered to be April through September, with
the average precipitation around eight inches.
Snowfall can be anticipated from September through
Kay, making winters fairly long.

The amount of snow in the

fall and spring is usually light and only remains for a
day or two.

In the winter months, snow can be expected to

remain for weeks at a time.

Typically, January receives

'the most snowfall. The total average snowfall for the area
is forty eight inches annually.

Hours of sunshine in the winter time are typically
high for a mountain location®

The average percent of

possible sunshine from December through February is forty
eight percent, it is not uncommon to have one hundred
percent on the coldest days when cloud cover is at a
minimum.
Winds come predominately from the west with average
wind speed being 7.4- miles per hour.

However, strong winds

up to 65 miles per hour have been recorded from the south
west to northwest, usually only for a few hours at a time.
Chinook winds are not uncommon, although the mountains
lessen their severity.
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ANALYSIS

CONDITIONS CREATING NEEDS
size
Helena's existing fire protection force is inadequate
for a city of its size.

Comparison to other major cities

in Montana reinforce this.
CITY

POPULATION*

FORCE SIZE # PER 1000
POPULATION

Billings**

62,000

106

lo70

Qozeman**

19,000

20

1.05

Glendive**

6,300

6

.95

Great Falls

60,100

68

1.10

Havre

10,600

14

lo30

HELENA

23,000

24

U04

Kalispell

10,600

20

1.90

Lewistown**

6,500

7

1.10

Miles City**

9,000

17

I. 9 0

30,000

51

lo70

Missoula

*1970 census or estimate
**These communities also have part-paid firefighters
on call when needed0
Data compiled through a questionnaire submitted to
the Fire Chiefs of the communities listed*
The National Fire Protective Association (N.F.P.A.),
recommends a fire protection force consisting of 1.8 fire-

fighters per 1,000 population.

According to growth trends

indicated in Figure 4, Helena1s I98O population should be
approximately 26,300. (This figure is an estimate reached
by applying a growth rate of 1.4^ per year, which has been
relatively constant in Helena for the past three decades.)
If the I08 ratio of the N.F.P.A. is utilized, Helena's fire
protective force should be 47 firefighters rather than the
current number of 24.
It is doubtful that the force could be radically
increased immediately, but by adding four or five fire
fighters per year, the force could be expanded to an
adequate size over an extended period„

The current budget

for the City of Helena indicates the force is allowed to
add nine firefighters to the staff over the next yeare

The

firefighting system consists of three separate shifts set
up on a 24 hour on-duty and 48 hours off-duty basis. There
fore, with the current force of 24 fire fighters, there are
only eight men on duty at any given time.
i
•

location
i

•

i

Not only is the current force size inadequate, but the
location has also been outgrown. The facility itself is
sufficient, but the location is not. A recent addition to
the existing fire station in 1976 included extensive remod-

eling and expansion of the facility, making It quite suit
able for future use even with an expanded force.

However,

the location of the existing structure is not appropriate
for housing the entire fire protection force for the city
of Helena. A one mile radius swung from the existing station
shows a considerable amount of residential area as well as
the city's major hospitaL, several schools, and commercial
areas with shopping centers and several large motel and
convention center complexes out of direct reach of a fire
engine. (See Figure 6) Although the present location
does serve the Central Business District and the west side
commercial and residential districts quite adequately,

the

areas outside the radius are not only remote by distance,
but also hindered by inconvenient traffic routes due to
the awkward configuration of Helena's streets.

FIGURE 6

1970 HELENA URBAN TRANSFORATION STUDY

MEETING THE NEEDS
Rather than a concentration of the fire protection
force in a central structure, the city of Helena could
benefit from the establishment of a network of facilities
consisting of a number, of sub-stations„

With the majority

of expansion occurring in the northward and eastward
directions, it would be appropriate to locate sub-station
facilities in these areas.
In the northern area of town, the residential area
has been expanded considerably with the

completion of

several mobile home parks and multi-family housing devel
opments 0

There has been a new school constructed in the

area as well as two new shopping centers„

The fire route

to this area is rather indirect and often highly congested,,
A sub-station should be located in the area with considera
tion for further expansion as the city growse

This station

should be on a small scale initially, possibly housing
two or three men per shift.
The eastern portion of the city has experienced, an
astonishing rate

of expansion. Since 1965, the entire

eastside area has been transformed from unpopulated foot•<»

"

*

*

hills to an intense development of both residential and

small scale commercial construction*

There are future plans

however, for a large scale shopping center to be constructed
in the area.
The fire route to this area of town is also fairly
indirect and extremely congested, with distance becoming a
major factor®

By establishing another sub-station in this

area of town, the fire protection network would be com
pleted.

With the development of adequate fire protection

on Helena's east side, the city's major hospital, a nursing
home, several motel complexes, and a number of elementary
schools would be assured of prompt response in the event
of a firec

The new State of Montana Highway Department

Building is located in this area, as well as a large
amount of the State Capitol Complex.
This sub-station facility should be larger than the
northern facility due to the actual scale of the develop
ment in the area as well as the scope of the planned future
expansion towards East Helena.

The eastside station should

house four men per shift initially, and increase with the
force expansion.
The remainder of the force would be housed in the
existing facility. This station would remain as a "central
facility", containing the Fire Chief's office and the Fire
Prevention Bureau's office. The recent remodeling and
34

addition to the structure included expansion of the training
facilities, supplying sufficient training space to accommo
date the existing force as well as future additional fire
fighters.

This eliminates the need for training facilities

at either of the proposed sub-stations.

The central facil

ity would, remain as the communications center of the entire
network of stations, accepting incoming fire calls and
activating the appropriate station accordingly.

SITE

c

LOCATION
I
The site of the new sub-station should be located
near arterials serving both a north-south and east-west
direction.

Aside from the heavily congested 11th Avenue

and Prospect Avenue couplet, the major east-west thorough
fares are 6th Avenue, Broadway, and Winne Avenue, (See
Figure 5) Broadway has already been established as the
major ambulance route to the hospital, and with the future
1-15 underpass, it will become a paajor artery to the dev
elopments east of the Interstate.

Colonial Drive is

located directly west of the Interstate with ultimate
plans to intercept the frontage road three miles to the
south of the city limits0

Upon this connection, Colonial

Drive will become a link to the entire area south of Helena *
Another north-south collector is Saddle Drive.

It extends

southward from Broadway, serving the residential development
as a major traffic route to Colonial Drive and Broadway.
With these major traffic flows in mind, the site should be
located in the vicinity of their intersection. (See Figure
7)
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[TOPOGRAPHY & SOIL
The site has a moderate slope downward towards the
southern boundary of the site, offerring effective solar
exposure.

Along the southern boundary is a 30' drainage

easement which accommodates a dry stream bed which flows
lightly in the spring.
The soil in the area consists of a sandy/ gravelly
mixture washed from the hills to the south. This soil
extends for two to three feet with solid rock underneath.
Drainage in this soil is adequate. The water table is
located at approximately 150 feet below the surface, posing
no problem to construction.
The vegetation is.limited to low brush along the
dry stream bed with grasses covering the remainder of the
site.

A few larger shrubs are located in the south east

corner of the site. (See Figure 8)

1EN VIRONMENT
(See Figure 9)
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ZONING
The site itself ana the land accross Saddle Drive
to the west is zoned for Public Lands and Institutions
District (PLI). Permitted uses of this land are for public
buildings, public owned parks, playgrounds, and other open
spaces.

Hospitals and schools are also included in PLI

zoned lands.

For fire stations constructed on PLI land,

there are no setback requirements. Parking is required to
accommodate each man on duty, which would be one space for
every three employees due to the arrangement of their onduty shifts.
The surrounding areas are zoned Residential Office
District, (R-0). This district provides for professional
and business offices and high-density residential apartment
development.

These lands have setback requirements of:

front yards of 20', rear yards of 15*, and side yard3 of 10*.
The areas further south of the site are zoned for
Residential development only. (See Figure 10)

UTILITIES
The site is served by water, sewer, and gas lines
located in Broadway.

BROADWAY

W'NNE AVENUE

FIGURE

10

VIEWS
(See Figure 11)

SYMBOLISM
& THEORIES

SYMBOLISM
The symbolism of a "fire station" has changed over
the years as the systems become more refined.

In Helena,

the early symbolism was the fire towers which lined the
gulch area.

If a fire was not caught in its earliest stages,

the easily ignitable community of wooden structures could be
totally wiped out.

As Helena grew, a voice calling for

assistance from the tower became too faint to hear, so a
bell was added to the structure.

Other symbolism from the

past i3 the characteristic red brick structure with the large
swinging wooden doors. The residential functions were
usually housed on the second floor, thus the firemen's pole
emerged to avoid the tedious task of descending a flight of
stairs at a rapid pace.

In the sixties, the characteristic

element was the hose drying tower to hang the hoses in after
a fire call.

The development of the hose drying machine

equipped with blowers to dry the hoses quickly and effect
ively replaced the tower. One characteristic which has
maintained its status is the large apparatus housing area,
nowdays equipped with large glass overhead doors instead of
the wooden swinging doors. Another element is the flagpole,
which is evident in all public buildings0
ing more evident is the practice tower.

One symbol becom
It is designed to
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incorporate a variety of conditions a firefighter may be
confronted with on an actual call;

sloping roofs, stairways

large parapet walls, elevator shafts, doorways, and railings
The firefighter's equipment has remained as an essential
part of the symbolism also, his characteristic helmet, boots
axe, and turn-out uniforms- all convey the firefighter's
image *
There are functional aspects of the fire station
which have evolved into a symbolism of their own.

These

are the inherent industrial character of the apparatus space
and the residential character of the living spaces and the
attempts to link the two together to form a complete unit.

THEORIES
The symbolism of the industrial meeting the
residential in the fire station itself can be expanded
to apply to fitting the entire fire protection facility
into a primarily residential area, such as Helena's east
side. The problem of joining industrial, service oriented
facilities and human, residential functions can be met
by creating an effective interface between them. This
interface can be dealt with by human interaction with the
service facility. Each function, both the service facility

and the residential facilities have their own unique
qualities which cannot be avoided or ignored.

But by

letting each function express themself honestly and
openly, each can maintain their individuality. The
link then becomes the people, 3y providing a means for
community involvement in the facility, the fire station
no longer becomes a foreign element but emerges as a
focal point.

A "gathering place" for the community to

provide for the social intercourse referred to in the
introduction.

By becoming a functional center for the

community, this building of "nonconforming use" can become
an organizational element..
One unique characteristic of the area surrounding
this fire protection facility is that it consists mainly
of people of similar ages and incomes. The result of
these similarities is reflected in the "block party" idea.
This is a neighborhood function usually facilitated by
blocking the street from vehicular traffic and holding a
major social gathering, such as a pot luck dinner in the
roadway.

Currently there are indoor areas available In

the area to hold these gatherings, but none of which are
considered to be the "community's". The spaces are
primarily church basements and gymnasiums of the
surrounding elementary schools.

These spaces are func4"97 *

tionally adequate, yet they are lackingo

The neighbor

hood requires a space of their own to hold social gatherings
and consider their own.

This space should be indoor as

well as outdoor, a fulfillment for the idea of a center0
The concept of human interaction being the link
between the service and the residential is also a viable
solution to the internal aspects of the station,, The huge
apparatus space houses the "machine".
tic energy".

It is a space of "sta

Everything is ready and waiting.

Yet an essen

tial element is missing.

The machine will remain static

until man is introduced.

No matter how advanced the fire

protection facility is, man is still required (at least at
this time) to bring life to the system.
Again, as in the overall schemef each space should
reflect what it houses.

The apparatus room should reflect

the machine it houses and the firefighter's quarters
should relate to the men it houses.

The link again becomes

human interaction, there should be free flow between the
spaceso

The machine need only deal with the flow from

exterior to interior space, but the humans must contend with
flow within the interior space as v/ell as to the exterior.

a

PROGRAM

APPARATUS FACILITY
(1) APPARATUS ROOM

2730 S.?•
2500 S.F.

Ultimately house two pumper engines and one
ladder truck or four pumpers 2- 201 x
70' bays
-p?-..1Accessible from all areas of the station
Drive through circulation for trucks
Exhaust hosea for vehicles housed in space
Water and compressed air supply
Firefighter's shower- hose down area
Floor drains with grease traps1 under engines
Air tank storage racks
Equipment storage
161 clear ceiling
Garage doors operated by "electric eye" to
close when firefighters are on call,
leaving the station vacant
Floor should be 6" below remainder of station
to prevent seepage of gas, oil, and water
(2) WATCH ROOM

100 S.F.

Communications center for the station
Personnel control
Visual contact to:
Apparatus Room
Entry Area
Street in front of station
House shift captain's desk with record storage
(3) STORAGE ALCOVE

130 S.F.

Directly off of Apparatus Room
Hose down area for "turn out" uniforms of offduty firefighters, provide racks for drip
drying
Hose drying cabinet and storage

FIREFIGHTER'S FACILITIES
(1) READY ROOM

2650 S.F.
300 S.F.

Living room of the station
Lounge area seating
Directly accessible to Apparatus Room
Bulletin board, 6' minimum
Chalkboard for briefing, 101 minimum
Bookshelves
Storage
Exterior view and access
KITCHEN & DINING AREA

250 S.F*

Firefighters eat lunch and dinner at the station
Full kitchen equipped with refrigerator, range,
dishwasher, double sink, cabinets, and
storage pantry
Dining facilities
Adjacent to Ready Room
DORMITORY

680 S.F-

Exterior lighting and ventilation
Sleeping facilities for firefighters on duty
Directly accessible to Apparatus Room
Sufficient space near bed for firefighting
boots and pants
Automatic switch to turn on dormitory lights
when alarm sounds
Shift is from 8 a.m. to 8 a.m., 24 hours on-duty
and 48 hours off-duty
Alcove-for future use by women firefighters
LOCKERS

300 S.F.

Locker for each man to hold:
Firefighting fatigues
Bedding
Personal items
Accessible to Dormitory and Showers
TOILET AND SHOWERS

200 S.F..

Adjacent to Dormitory and Lockers
2 water closets
1 Urinal

3 Lavatories with counter space for shaving
Showers and drying area
Low maintenance walls and floors
Natural ventilation and lighting
Floor drains
(6) WOMEN'S FACILITIES

220 SJF.

Toilet & Showers
Adjacent to Dormitory and Women's Lockers
2 Water closets
2 Lavatories with counter space
Shower and drying area
Lockers
Locker for each woman to hold:
Firefighting fatigues
Bedding
Personal Items
Accessible to Dormitory and Showers
(7) PHYSICAL CONDITIONING

800 S.F.

Handball/ Racquetball court, 20' x 401 x 20'
ceiling height
Accessible to Apparatus Room
SERVICES

350 S.Fo

(1) STATION SHOP

100 S.F,

General maintenance shop for small equipment
Work bench equipped with vise, tool storage,
peg board
Adjacent to Apparatus Room
(2) MECHANICAL ROOM

150S*F»

Environmental control center for the station
Hot water heater
Heating and ventilating-plant
Emergency generator, gasoline powered
Gas and water meters
Air compressor

Electrical panel
Telephone panel
Gasoline and. diesel pump controls
(3) JANITOR'3 CLOSET

100 S.F.

Floor sink
Pegboard for mop storage
Shelving for custodial supplies and. paper goods.
Washing machine with wringer
COMMUNITY SERVICE FACILITY
SOCIAL HALL

1910 3*F
1500 3*F*

Multi-use space available for neighborhood
functions
Visible contact with fire station
Separate from firefighter's private quarters
Exterior view and access
Tackboards
(2)

KITCHENETTE FACILITY

90 3.F*

Alcove adjacent to Social Hall
Kitchen equipped with range, refrigerator, dish
washer, double sink, counter service space
Storage for cleaning items
(3) MEN1S PUBLIC RESTROOM

110 S#F.

1 Water closet
1 Urinal
2 Lavatories
(4) WOKEN'S PUBLIC RESTROOM

110 3.F.,

2 Water Closets
2 Lavatories
STORAGE
Space for tables and chairs

100 S#F„

FUEL PUMPS AND STORAGE
Gasoline and diesel fuel pumps, located minimum
51 from rear garage doors
Underground storage tanks
SITE ACCESS
Warning light system to alert motorists and
pedestrians, operated by "electric eye"
at Apparatus Room doors
Markings on pavement
PARKING
1 Space for every 3 employees
20 Off-street spaces for public use
OUTDOOR SPACES- PRIVATE
Separate area for outdoor use by firefighters
Screened from public view
Adjacent to Ready Room
OUTDOOR SPACES- PUBLIC
Outdoor area adjacent to Social Hall for public
use
Leave portions of site undeveloped for neighbor
hood usage
Develop area of site for playground^use, using
historic Helena and fire station symbolism
as play apparatuses

r
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